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May 2nd, 2022  
 

If you think you know, you don’t… 

Investors just endured one of the worst months of returns across the spectrum of capital markets in history, 

that’s how painful April was.  The S&P 500 declined -8.8% for the month (-13% for the year), and this has 

been the worst four month start to a year since 1939.  The Nasdaq was crushed by -13.3% in April (-21% for 

the year) in what was the worst month for the Tech-heavy index since the peak of the GFC back in 2008.  

The Dow was off -4.9% in April and is down -9.3% for the year.  I’ll hit on more of this below, but so far 

through April, a 60/40 stock/bond portfolio is down -13%, which ranks as the fifth worst year (if it were to 

end on Friday) on record: -15% in 1974, -17% in 2008, -22% in 1937, and -31% in 1931.  

 

The bond market offered no offset to the slide in equities, with interest rates across the Treasury curve 

pushing higher: The 2-year yield is up 27bps on the month (2.43% to 2.70%), the10-year is up 51bps (2.37% 

to 2.88%), and the 30-year yield is up 52bps (2.42% to 2.94%) – all of this causing price declines of 2-10%, 

depending on the duration of the bond.  The Investment Grade Bond Index was down -6.9%, and the High 

Yield Index fell -4.56% on the month as credit spreads widened and general interest rates rose.   

 

There was a change of character that stood out last week, in that the value stocks – which have held up so far 

this year – are now rolling over and succumbing to the increasing probability of a recession.  Even the 

defensives got caught up in the complete risk-off environment last week, with Real Estate falling -5.6%, 

Utilities sliding by -4%, Healthcare slipping -2.5%, and Consumer Staples losing -2.0%.  This is a hallmark 

of a bear market, where eventually everything gets caught up in the decline as the areas that investors were 

hiding out in come under pressure as well, and while relative returns sound good in theory – losses are losses 

and are no fun for anyone.   

 

Another lesson learned from last week is to beware of the sucker’s rally, which are typically sharp and come 

out of nowhere, but are driven by forced buying from short-sellers, and are not representative of long-term 

capital being committed by fundamentally driven, strong-handed investors.  Even the Blue-Chip heavy Dow 

has gotten caught up in the elevated level of volatility as it has experienced daily declines of over 250 points 

(or more) in six of the past fourteen sessions.  The junction we find ourselves at is an investment backdrop 

where selling strength has taken the baton from the buy-the-dip mentality that became imbedded into 

investor psychology for the past thirteen years.  While I do think that some solid long-term investment 

opportunities are beginning to present themselves in this most recent leg of the sell-off, let’s not lose sight of 

the fact that at the moment the Fed does not have your back as an investor.  It’s likely that this can and will 

change with a Fed pivot at some point, but the Fed can’t bring down inflation without some demand 

destruction, and if a bear market in equities along with a sharp widening in credit spreads and possibly even 

forcing an economic recession is required for them to achieve such an objective – then it looks as though that 

is what they are going to do.   
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Keep an eye on the U.S. dollar, as its rapid strength is a disinflationary development and a critical source of 

instability for Emerging Market assets.  To anyone looking under the hood of the capital markets, it has 

become obvious of late that the Fed’s “operation break something” is near or at the point of achieving 

success.  Even though a lot of investors will still be focused on the most recent 8.5% CPI print (and next 

week’s April reading isn’t going to be much different), market signals are starting to indicate that inflation is 

soon to be yesterday’s news.  I’m not suggesting we’re going back to the 3-4% level by the end of the year, 

but the array of consumer sectors in severe corrections is telling us something: 

 

• Media/entertainment: -33% 

• Homebuilders: -32% 

• Autos: -30% 

• Retailers: -26% 

• Bank Stocks: -26% 

• Consumer Finance: -14% 

 

You see, last year, rising bank stocks and rising bond yields coincided with each other because the economic 

cycle was in full swing up until growth peaked in November.  But now rising rates have become a bad thing 

for the banks, because banks are cyclical and as last week’s Q1 GDP report confirmed (-1.4%), the cycle has 

rolled over.  Not to mention other parts of the commodity sector starting to break down, like copper which 

last week broke below its 200-day moving average on Friday and is almost -11% off its peak.  Keep in mind 

that this is a commodity that is under-supplied and in a structural bull market with the oncoming EV 

revolution already well underway.  Even energy has come under pressure in the face of some significant 

market dislocations as a result of Russia’s war in Ukraine, but even in the face of 3-4 million barrels/day of 

production eventually being lost from Russia as the world ostracizes its production from the global crude 

market – crude is having a hard time staying above $105/bbl.  It’s likely that the lockdowns in China are 

having a meaningful impact here as well.      

 

I’ve said it before and I’m sure I’ll say it again, but ‘it’s never just one thing’ when it comes to analyzing the 

complexity and dynamism of global capital markets.  However, global central bank policy has been and will 

remain one of the most important variables to watch going forward.  Heading into this week’s Fed meeting 

which concludes on Wednesday, futures are fully priced for a 50-basis point hike and are now discounting 

more than 80% odds of a 75-bps hike in June, and then another 50-bps in July.  Look, the blame game 6- to 

12-months down the road (should this tightening cycle push us into a recession…) is going to be epic.  You 

can play along if you’d like, but that is a side show for what really matters, and that’s going to be positioning 

your wealth to weather the storm that is upon us.       

 

One of the directions these fingers should be pointing is at Corporate America, who pushed through four 

years of price hikes into one.  We are in the heat of Q1 earnings season, and what we are learning is that 

profit margins (instead of being squeezed, as one would expect with all the input pricing pressures…) are 

running just below 13% for the S&P 500 constituents, versus the pre-Covid norm of closer to 11%.  I got no 

dog in this fight in regards to the “big business” blame game, but come on already...I listen to some of these 

quarterly earnings calls and hear C-suite executives bellyache about costs and then I look at margins for the 

non-financial business sector, which are running at their highest level in 70 years, and all I can do is sigh.  

Come on.  Capitalism is great and all, but it’s becoming glaringly obvious (to me, anyways) that businesses 

across the gamut have used this episodic inflation hike to jack up their pricing models, above a level that the 

run-up in input costs would command.      
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I get it, but this is just another example of some of the unintended consequences of the massive tsunami of 

monetary and fiscal stimulus that was thrown at the Covid-pandemic.  Add to the confusion of locking down 

and restarting a global economy, supply chain breakdowns, and a devastating war with far reaching tentacles 

in key resources, and it’s easy to see how businesses might use the situation to fatten their bottom lines.  

However, more and more economic indicators tracking the consumer are showing evidence that consumers 

are now balking at these price increases – either by substituting to a cheaper alternative, or forgoing that 

purchase all together if it’s not a necessity.    

 

This is one area that I think presents the biggest risk to corporate earnings going forward, where not only do 

revenues slide on the back of weakening economic growth, but also margins come under pressure as some of 

these price hikes are given back through discounting.  We’ll see.  As for earnings and valuations, consensus 

estimates are still penciling in $225 of full-year 2022 S&P 500 earnings this year.  With that being said, the 

S&P 500 hovering around 4,100 is trading at a P/E multiple of roughly 18x.  That’s roughly in line with the 

5-year average and a little above the 10-year average of 17x.  However, one thing is clear, and that is that 

valuations are far from cheap and if we remain in an environment where inflation stays at elevated levels, so 

to would interest rates – then history suggests valuations should fall.  Any one of us can pull out an Excel 

spreadsheet and play with the numbers, but a 16x multiple on a conservative $200/share in earnings (in a 

recession / stagflationary backdrop) puts fair value on the S&P 500 around 3,200.  Sure, that looks like an 

ugly number which is -22% below current levels on the S&P 500, but such a decline would be in line with 

the average -35% peak-to-trough decline in the past 11 recessions.     

 

I don’t type these numbers to be an alarmist or because I want to join the expanding cadre of equity market 

bears, but rather to point out possible outcomes.  All investors are operating in an environment at the 

moment that few if any have ever managed capital through before.  All too often I hear or read other 

professionals sharing their opinions with such certainty, conviction, and confidence – and I have to laugh to 

keep myself from becoming enraged.  On any given day of late, there is no rhyme or reason for why market 

prices are moving the way they are.  Sure, there is always an explanation or narrative that pops up after the 

fact, attempting to explain something that was inexplicable before it happened – all I’m suggesting is that 

investors approach the current backdrop with a bit of humility and respect for the unknown.  What is most 

important to have in such a backdrop, in my opinion, is a plan, a process, and discipline.  Discipline in 

executing a plan while still retaining flexibility to adapt along the way.   

 

I say this because I do think things get a bit worse before they get better on the investment front.  Last 

week’s Q1 GDP report, which showed the U.S. economy contracted, is just another confirmation of what 

weak equity prices have been pricing in since November of last year.  Economic growth is slowing and set to 

slow even more in Q2.  This morning we got the April ISM manufacturing survey, which slipped to 55.4 

from 57.1 in March – the lowest level for this index since September 2020.  New orders (see chart below) at 

53.5 fell to their lowest level since May 2020 and are sharply off the mid-60’s level everyone was raving 

about at this time last year.   
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I don’t want to beat a dead horse here, so I’ll just state it as simply as I can: Economic growth continues to 

weaken, and inflation (while set to rollover) is still too high for the Fed to back off its aggressive tightening 

path.  Investors have a setup where both fiscal and monetary policy are operating countercyclically 

(withdrawing stimulus when the economy is weakening), which is opposite of the pro-cyclical nature in 

which you would like to see them functioning.  Consider that at this time last year, inflation was 1.4%, real 

GDP was growing at 6.3%, and the ISM manufacturing index was at 60.5 (and rising).   Contrast that with 

today, where inflation is at 8.5% (a lagging indicator, mind you), real GDP just contracted -1.4%, and the 

ISM manufacturing index is at 55.4 (and falling).  Hindsight is always 20/20, but the Fed should have been 

hiking at this time last year into strength, rather than playing catch-up into weakness.  This is what makes the 

current setup so unpredictable and complex for investors.   

 

However, I think it is very important for investors to be mindful of the fact that markets have already moved 

quite a bit towards pricing some of this downside risk into asset prices.   Consider the following table that 

Liz Ann Sonders (the Chief Strategists at Charles Schwab) updates weekly, where the average decline from 

its peak for a stock in the S&P 500 is -26%, for the Nasdaq it’s -47%, and for the Russell 2000 it’s -46%.   
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Also consider the performance of the following momo/meme darlings that were making all of the Robinhood 

traders rich last year:   

  

Declines from all-time highs (as of Friday’s close): 

• Square (SQ): -64% 

• Snap (SNAP): -66% 

• Ark Innovation ETF (ARKK): -69% 

• Paypal (PYPL): -70% 

• Netflix (NFLX): -72% 

• Docusign (DOCU): -73% 

• Twilio (TWLO): -74% 

• Pintrist (PINS): -76% 

• Zillow Group (Z): -80% 

• Draftkings (DKNG): -81% 

• Zoom (ZM): -83% 

• Teledoc (TDOC): -89% 

• Fubo TV (FUBO): -93% 

 

I hesitate to publish those results, as I don’t want any reader to misconstrue this as a buy-list by any means.  

For those that are inclined to speculate and gamble – have at it, and I’ll leave it at that.   

 

Did I mention that investor sentiment is reaching bearish extremes? The VIX pushing up into the mid-30’s 

has historically been a good contrarian buy signal, and hedge fund positioning is at some of its lowest 

exposure in the last five years.   

 

 
 

The point I’m trying to push home as I close up this week’s missive is that we are now moving to the part of 

the cycle where investors who have been defensive minded and built up some dry powder to redeploy at 

better price levels will want to start to adjust their mentality towards looking and acting upon opportunities.  
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Nobody knows when or where this ends, and bear markets are ugly, uncomfortable and will wear you out.  

Recessionary bear markets are even worse, but these are also the opportunities that everyone brags about at 

cocktail parties – whether they took advantage of them or not.  I’m not suggesting that anyone be a hero, as I 

continue to think equity markets have more downside ahead, but I continue to think that between 3,500 and 

4,000 on the S&P 500 (as a level) represents a reasonable window to be looking for and acting upon 

opportunities.  We could even get as low as 3,000 at some point if things really get bombed out, so be patient 

and reserve some capital for such an extreme. 

 

As financialized as the U.S. economy has become over the past two decades, it is not a practical policy 

option given U.S. debt and deficit positions – at least not without risking a U.S. fiscal crisis – for U.S. stocks 

and U.S. Treasury bonds to sell-off sharply and for a prolonged period of time.  The below chart plots the 

performance of a “60/40” stock/bond portfolio allocation, which year-to-date has declined as much as it did 

at the depths of the Covid pandemic in March of 2020.   

 

 
 

Previous drops of this magnitude in the 60/40 portfolio have elicited rapid and aggressive responses from the 

Fed.  Why?  Consumption drives nearly 70% of GDP in the U.S. economy, and wealth is a significant driver 

of consumer confidence and therefore consumption.  Furthermore, Treasury tax receipts are highly 

dependent upon economic growth, and with Federal Debt/GDP at 125% and fiscal deficits running above 

4%, Uncle Sam runs the risk of a fiscal crisis should tax receipts fall significantly.  Not to mention the fiscal 

squeeze that the U.S. faces from a significant rise in Treasury yields, as interest expense is set to increase by 

more than $300 billion this year from the rise we’ve already seen in Treasury rates.  Rising deficits as a 

result of higher interest expense creates a negative feedback loop in that the Treasury has to issue more debt 

at a time when one of the biggest buyers of Treasury bonds (the Fed) is leaving the party.  This eventually 

squeezes the entire system as government borrowing crowds out private sector capital, ultimately forcing the 

Fed (as has been the case time and time again since the GFC) to back off its tightening path and back 

towards accommodation.      

 

This is why it’s important for investors to have a plan and a strategy that keeps them in the game, because 

none of us know when such a pivot will occur, but when it does, you don’t want to be loaded up with cash 

and defensive assets.  Those that are following the markets and the data closely will have an idea and will be 

handicapping it along the way, while also adjusting their positioning.   But eventually this downturn in the 
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cycle will run its course, as very few will benefit or are better off if the whole system blows up or we slip 

into a prolonged depression.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


